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We add to the emerging body of literature highlighting cracks in the foundation
of the mainstream energy transition narrative. We offer a tripartite analysis that
re-characterizes the climate crisis within its broader context of ecological
overshoot, highlights numerous collectively fatal problems with so-called
renewable energy technologies, and suggests alternative solutions that entail
a contraction of the human enterprise. This analysis makes clear that the pat
notion of “affordable clean energy” views the world through a narrow keyhole
that is blind to innumerable economic, ecological, and social costs. These
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undesirable “externalities” can no longer be ignored. To achieve sustainability
and salvage civilization, society must embark on a planned, cooperative
descent from an extreme state of overshoot in just a decade or two. While it
might be easier for the proverbial camel to pass through the eye of a needle
than for global society to succeed in this endeavor, history is replete with
stellar achievements that have arisen only from a dogged pursuit of the
seemingly impossible.
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1. Introduction

We begin with a reminder that humans are storytellers by nature. We socially
construct complex sets of facts, beliefs, and values that guide how we operate
in the world. Indeed, humans act out of their socially constructed narratives as
if they were real. All political ideologies, religious doctrines, economic
paradigms, cultural narratives—even scientific theories—are socially
constructed “stories” that may or may not accurately reflect any aspect of
reality they purport to represent. Once a particular construct has taken hold, its
adherents are likely to treat it more seriously than opposing evidence from an
alternate conceptual framework.

The Green New Deal (GND) is the dominant aspirational pathway in the
mainstream narrative for achieving socially just ecological sustainability. Its
central message is that a smooth transition away from climate-hostile fossil
fuels is a relatively simple technological matter. Not only do proponents claim
that electrification of all energy consumption by means of high-tech wind
turbines and solar photovoltaic (PV) panels is technically possible, but that
such a vast and unprecedented replacement of societyʼs entrenched energy
foundation is both financially feasible and carries the added benefit of creating
thousands of “green” jobs [1,2,3,4,5,6,7]. The only missing ingredient, we are
told, is political will. Energy transition plans produced by numerous academic
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institutions and researchers around the world support or conform obediently to
the GND paradigm, and politicians everywhere have taken up the GND banner
as the core of their environmental pledges.

We argue that while the GND narrative is highly seductive, it is little more than
a disastrous shared illusion. Not only is the GND technically flawed, but it fails
to recognize human ecological dysfunction as the overall driver of incipient
global systemic collapse. By viewing climate change, rather than ecological
overshoot—of which climate change is merely a symptom—as the central
problem, the GND and its variants grasp in vain for techno-industrial solutions
to problems caused by techno-industrial society. Such a self-referencing
pursuit is doomed to fail. As Albert Einstein allegedly said, “we cannot solve
our problems with the same thinking we used when we created them”. We
need an entirely new narrative for a successful energy transition. Only by
abandoning the flawed paradigmatic source of our ecological dilemma can we
formulate realistic pathways for averting social–ecological collapse.

2. Climate Change in the Context of Overshoot

Long-standing calls from ecologists and informed environmentalists for
society to adopt a systems perspective and employ a multi-disciplinary
approach to anthropogenic climate change have largely fallen on deaf ears.
Most people have succumbed to the mechanistic–reductionist paradigm that
has dominated Cartesian science, as is evident by the isolation of climate from
its broader ecological context and its treatment as a discrete, independent
variable. The reality is that climate change is only one symptom of systems
destabilization as the human enterprise has come to overwhelm the
ecosphere.

To recalibrate our focal lens, consider the following accelerating changes. The
population of H. sapiens is nearly eight times larger than it was at the
beginning of the fossil-fueled Industrial Age a mere 200 years ago, and it has
been growing nearly 20 times faster [8]. To accommodate the explosion of



humanity, over half the land surface of Earth has been substantially modified,
particularly for agriculture (that most ecologically destructive of technologies).
One consequence of this is the competitive displacement of non-human
species from their habitats and food sources. Prior to the dawn of agriculture
eight to ten millennia ago, humans accounted for less than 1%, and wild
mammals 99%, of mammalian biomass on Earth. Today, H. sapiens constitute
36%, and our domestic livestock another 60%, of a much-expanded
mammalian biomass, compared with only 4% for all wild species combined
[9,10,11]. McRae et al. [12] estimate that the populations of non-human
vertebrate species declined by 58% between 1970 and 2012 alone.
Freshwater, marine, and terrestrial vertebrate populations declined by 81%,
36%, and 38%, respectively, and invertebrate populations fell by about 50%.
While fossil fuels (FFs)—coal and later oil and natural gas—have been
humanityʼs major source of energy over the past two centuries, 50% of all FFs
ever burned have been consumed in just the past 30 years (as much as 90%
since the early 1940s) as super-exponential growth has taken hold [13,14]. It
should be no surprise, therefore, that carbon dioxide emissions—the major
material by-product of FF combustion and principal anthropogenic driver of
climate change—have long exceeded photosynthetic uptake by green plants.
By 1997 (when annual consumption was 40% less than in 2021), humanity
was already burning FFs containing about 422 times the net amount of carbon
fixed by photosynthesis globally each year [15]. Between 1800 and 2021,
atmospheric carbon dioxide concentrations increased by 48%, from 280 ppm
to approximately 415 ppm.

These data show that plunging biodiversity and climate change, along with
air/land/ocean pollution, deforestation, desertification, incipient resources
scarcity, etc., are the inevitable consequences—indeed, parallel symptoms—
of the same root phenomenon: the spectacular and continuing growth of the
human enterprise on a finite planet. H. sapiens is in overshoot, exploiting
ecosystems beyond their regenerative and assimilative capacities.

Overshoot is possible only because of: (a) the short-term availability of



prodigious stocks of both renewable (fish, forest, soil, etc.) and non-renewable
(coal, oil, natural gas, etc.) forms of so-called “natural capital”; and (b) the
enormous, but finite, natural waste assimilation and recycling processes of the
ecosphere. However, a reckoning is at hand. In just a few decades of
geometric population and economic growth, humans have exploited (often to
collapse) natural capital stocks that took millennia to accumulate and have
impeded natural life-support processes through excessive, often toxic, waste
discharges. The human enterprise now uses the bio-productive and
assimilative capacities of 1.75 Earth equivalents [16]. In simple terms, the
industrial worldʼs ecological predicament is the result of too many people
consuming too much and over-polluting the ecosphere.

Clearly, the climate crisis cannot be solved in isolation from the macro-
problem of overshoot—certainly not by using technologies that are reliant on
the same FFs and ecologically destructive processes that created the problem
in the first place.

3. Problems with So-Called Renewables

Here, we holistically examine renewable energy (RE), focusing on the widely
overlooked limitations of the RE technologies commonly set forth as solutions
(but that do not constitute all possible RE options). This examination shows
that RE cannot deliver the same quantity and quality of energy as FFs, that the
espoused technologies are not renewable, that their production—from mining
to installation—is fossil-energy-intensive, and that producing them—
particularly mining their metals and discarding their waste—entails egregious
social injustices and significant ecological degradation.

The challenge before us is to identify which RE technologies are both
sustainable and viable. Sustainability implies the ability to persist in perpetuity
with minimal negative environmental impacts (i.e., within ecological limits).
Viability entails basic, practical issues for production and implementation (e.g.,
is it possible to build and implement the RE technology without FF inputs? Can



it be done on a climate-relevant schedule? Is it affordable?). Within this
context, such pat slogans as “100% clean energy” and “net zero emissions”
must be discarded. Every energy-producing technology—no matter how
rudimentary or advanced—uses inputs from the environment and produces
pollution or other ecological degradation over its life cycle. Trade-offs must be
assessed. Just because raw sunlight and wind are “clean” and continuous
energy flows does not mean that harnessing them to perform work is. While
we inevitably face a future underpinned entirely by RE, the question is not how
to meet current total demand, but rather to determine: (a) which RE
technologies are actually sustainable and viable; (b) the contexts in which they
might be so, including the priority uses to which they might be applied; and (c)
how to effectively and fairly reduce energy demand.

GND proponents are appallingly tolerant of the inexplicable. They fail to
address how the gigatons of already severely depleted metals and minerals
essential to building so-called RE technologies will be available in perpetuity
considering typical five to 30-year life spans and the need for continuous
replacement [17,18,19]. They offer no viable workarounds for the ecological
damage and deplorable working conditions, often in the Global South, involved
in metal ore extraction [20,21]. Green New Dealers advance no viable
solutions (technical or financial) for electrifying the many high-heat-intensive
manufacturing processes involved in constructing high-tech wind turbines and
solar panels (not to mention all other products in modern society)
[22,23,24,25]. The waste streams generated by so-called renewables at the
end of their short working lives are either ignored or assumed away, to be dealt
with eventually by yet non-existent recycling processes [26,27,28]. Proposals
for electrifying the 80% of non-electrical energy demand overlook crucial
facts, namely that the national-scale transmission systems and grids required
for electrified land transportation do not even exist today, nor is the needed
build-out likely given material, energy, and financial constraints [29].

Finally, as emphasized previously, the quest for a magical source of free energy
ignores the overriding overshoot crisis—which, paradoxically, was enabled by



abundant, cheap fossil energy. We argue that the only viable response to
overshoot is a managed contraction of the human enterprise until we arrive
within the safely stable territory defined by ecological limits. This will entail
many fewer people consuming far less energy and material resources than at
present.

Obviously, a managed descent will require a paradigmatic shift in societyʼs
socially constructed values, beliefs, and assumptions. At a minimum, we must
replace our unrelenting anthropocentricism and strictly instrumental approach
to Nature with a more holistic, eco-centric perspective. People must come to
acknowledge both their utter dependence on the integrity of the ecosphere
and the intrinsic worth of other species and natural ecosystems. This means
overcoming capitalismʼs addiction to material growth and adopting systems
compatible with one-Earth living (‘one-Earth livingʼ implies any material
standard of living that, if extended to everyone on Earth, would be sustainable
—i.e., the human population would be living within the global carrying capacity
[30]. Obviously, the more people, the lower the average sustainable standard
of living).

Far from encouraging such a radically new paradigm, the GND promotes an
eco-washed version of the status quo with its unquestioning faith that
technology will save us and its comforting narrative of business-as-usual by
alternative means. This myth has become so well accepted in the public and
academic mind that to question it is to be perceived as anti-renewable,
pessimistically discounting human ingenuity, or even a shill for the FF industry.
Those who do venture critical observations often do so with trepidation and
constraint.

The following eco-heterodox view of the renewable energy transition flows
from our commitment to critical discourse and stewardship of our one and only
planet. This perspective widens the lens of analysis and confronts naked
realities that can no longer be ignored. Our overriding goal is to assist society
in developing a considered appreciation of what a truly renewable energy



landscape might look like.

3.1. The Electrification Question

Only 19% of global final energy consumption is in the form of electricity. The
other 81% is in the form of liquid fuel [31]. There are formidable obstacles to
converting electricity consumption alone to so-called renewable sources.

3.1.1. Big Picture Sanity Check

Transitioning the U.S. electrical supply away from FFs by 2050 would require a
grid construction rate 14 times that of the rate over the past half century [32].
The actual installed costs for a global solar program would have totaled
roughly $252 trillion (about 13 times the U.S. GDP) a decade ago [33], and
considerably more today. A recent report describing what would be needed to
achieve 90% “decarbonization” and electrification by 2035 neglects to
mention that, in order to meet such targets, the United States would have to
quadruple its last annual construction of wind turbines every year for the next
15 years and triple its last annual construction of solar PV every year for the
next 15 years—only to repeat the process indefinitely since solar panels and
wind turbines have average lifespans of around 15 to 30 years [34,35]. In
addition, Clack et al. [36] found that one of the most cited studies on 100%
electrification in the United States is error-prone and laden with untenable
assumptions.

3.1.2. Heat for Manufacturing

The manufacturing processes used today to make solar panels, high-tech
wind turbines, batteries, and all other industrial products involve very high
temperatures that are currently generated using FFs. Despite the critical
importance of heat in manufacturing, there is scant information on whether or
how it can be generated with RE alone.

Approximately 30% of industrial heating applications require temperatures



below 212 °F (100 °C); 27% can be met with temperatures between 212 °F
and 750 °F (100 °C and 400 °C); and 43% require temperatures above 750 °F
(400 °C) [37]. Most existing RE heating technologies can supply heat only
within the lowest temperature category [37]. This is highly problematic given
that solar panel manufacturing requires temperatures ranging from 2700 °F to
3600 °F (1480 °C to 1980 °C) and the steel and cement manufacturing for
high-tech wind turbines, hydropower plants, and nuclear plants require
temperatures ranging from 1800 °F to 3100 °F (980 °C to 1700 °C).
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration [38], natural gas,
petroleum, electricity, and coal are the current sources of industrial energy,
with natural gas and petroleum being predominant. If modern industrial
manufacturing—responsible for generating the seemingly countless
components of so-called RE technologies—is to continue without FFs,
renewable-based technologies must be developed that would supply
seamless replacements for high-heat sources of energy at acceptable
economic and ecological costs.
Existing reports explore numerous RE heat sources for manufacturing,
including various forms of bioenergy, concentrated solar power (CSP),
hydrogen, geothermal, and nuclear [22,23,24,25]. We discuss each in turn as
they relate to the fossil energy sources they could potentially replace.

Possible replacements for natural gas include biomethane and hydrogen.
Biomethane is a near-pure source of methane derived from one of two
methods: the “upgrading” of biogas or gasified woody biomass. Biogas is a
mixture of gases that results from the breakdown of agricultural, livestock, and
household waste; sewage in wastewater treatment plants; and municipal
waste (i.e., the anaerobic digestion of organic matter in an oxygen-free
environment). Gasification entails heating wood in a low oxygen environment
to produce synthetic gas, or syngas. The upgrading process involves removing
nearly all gases in the biogas and syngas except for methane.

Problems abound with biomethane as an industrial energy replacement option.
At present, biogas upgrading accounts for roughly 90% of all biomethane



production [39]. From a technological standpoint, all five commercially viable
processes for biogas upgrading have disadvantages, if not outright
roadblocks, that limit their production and viability. The polyethylene glycol
used in one type of physical scrubbing is a derivative of petroleum, and the
other form of water-based physical scrubbing requires significant amounts of
water and electricity [40,41]. Chemical scrubbing involves toxic solvents that
are costly and difficult to handle, and it has a high heat demand [40,41,42].
Despite low energy and financial inputs [40], membrane separation involves
fragile and short-lived membranes (lasting 5–10 years) [42] and produces
relatively low methane purity [40]. Pressure swing adsorption is a highly
complex process [40,42], and neither cryogenic separation nor biological
methods are yet commercially viable [42,43]. Moreover, not all upgrading
technologies are energetically self-sufficient—many, if not most, rely on FFs
[41]. Problematically, upgrading biogas produces CO2 [40,41]. Carbon
capture and storage is one proposal for dealing with the resulting CO2 but
presents ecological problems and high costs [40]. Gasification has yet to be
deployed at a large industrial scale [43].
There are additional problems with feedstock and co-location requirements.
Current waste streams are insufficient to support the widespread use of
biomethane in the transportation sector, let alone the industrial sector [44]. It
is estimated that the maximum practical contribution of biomethane via biogas
and gasification is only around 11% of Europeʼs current total natural gas
consumption [43]. Harvesting woody biomass for gasification would have to
be judiciously considered within the broader context of its sustainable
management. Given the post-FF transportation limitations discussed later,
biomethane production facilities would have to be co-located with feedstock
sites, which would then have to be co-located with manufacturing sites. These
requirements present obvious challenges, if not outright roadblocks.
The single greatest problem with producing hydrogen is that, regardless of
method, more energy is required to produce and compress the product than it
can later generate [22,25,29,33]. The only viable, large-scale feedstock for
hydrogen is natural gas, and the gas reforming process requires temperatures



ranging from 1300 °F to 1830 °F (700 °C to 1000 °C) [25,29,33,45]. Gas
reforming produces substantial greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and
presents numerous problems in the way of leakage, corrosion, and accidental
combustion [22,25,45].

Potential replacements for petroleum (i.e., crude oil) include bioethanol
(ethanol made from corn or other fermented plant matter) and biodiesel. As
discussed later, the land requirements for feeding 8+/− billion people without
FF inputs preclude the large-scale use of cropland and plant biomass for
energy purposes, even if net energy was satisfactory.

Contenders for non-fossil-generated electricity include geothermal, nuclear,
concentrated solar power (CSP), solar PV, and wind turbines. Geothermal
systems produce temperatures of around only 300 °F (150 °C) and must be
located in mountainous regions with active tectonic plate movement or near
volcanic hot spots [24]. Production wells are commonly up to two kilometers
deep [23,24]—depths that can be reached only with fossil-fueled machinery
and advanced technologies. As discussed later, nuclear has massive water
and material requirements. Facilities cannot be built and maintained without
fossil-fueled machinery, and there is the still-unsolved problem of dangerous
radioactive waste disposal. The much-touted small modular reactors (SMRs)
are still in the R&D phase, still produce radioactive byproducts that must be
disposed of, and pose the problem of transportability. Despite theoretical
upper temperature limits ranging from 1800 °F to 2200 °F (1000 °C to 1200
°C), existing CSP systems generate heat in the range of only 300 °F to 570 °F
(150 °C to 300 °C) [22,24]. CSP plants typically cost in excess of $1 billion
and require around five square miles of land. Though they can store thermal
energy in molten salt, the on-site salt stores less than one dayʼs worth of
electrical supply and almost all CSP plants have a fossil backup to diminish
thermal losses at night, prevent the molten salt from freezing, supplement low
solar radiance in the winter, and for fast starts in the morning [22,29]. The DC
electricity generated by wind and solar PV can only be stored in batteries,
which presents serious ecological and practical problems, as discussed later.



The only potential replacement for coal is charcoal derived from wood. This
poses two obvious problems. The remaining stock of woody biomass—vastly
depleted during the Industrial Age—is nowhere close to supporting current
manufacturing needs, particularly recognizing the need to set aside half of the
Earthʼs major eco-regions to ensure the functional integrity and health of the
ecosphere [46]. Even if a sustainable supply of an already-stretched
renewable resource was not a concern, industrial furnaces/boilers and steel
manufacturing equipment are specifically designed to function with thermal
coal and coke (made from coking coal); switching to charcoal would require
the redesign and reconstruction of entire systems.
Such roadblocks impede the electrification of all manufacturing processes that
do not already use electricity. Even so, there has been little R&D on massive
electrification options. Additionally, again, since most existing fossil-powered
equipment would require complex, large-scale system redesigns, 100%
electrification of manufacturing would be extremely difficult, if not impossibly
expensive [25].

In short, no RE source or system is viable if it cannot not generate sufficient
energy both to produce itself (literally from the ground up) and supply a
sufficient surplus for societyʼs end-use consumption. Currently, no so-called
RE technology is in the running.

3.1.3. Problems with Solar Panels

Manufacturing solar panels uses toxic substances, large quantities of energy
and water, and produces toxic byproducts [33,47]. Mono-and poly-crystalline
solar panels require high temperatures at every step of their production. For
example, temperatures of 2700° to 3600 °F (1500° to 2000 °C) are needed to
transform silicon dioxide into metallurgical-grade silicon. Up to half of the
silicon is lost in the wafer sawing process. For every 1 MW of solar panels
produced, about 1.4 tonnes of toxic substances (including hydrochloric acid,
sodium hydroxide, sulfuric acid, nitric acid, and hydrogen fluoride) and 2868
tonnes of water are used, while 8.6 tonnes of emissions are released—8.1



tonnes of which are the perfluorinated compounds sulfur hexafluoride (SF6),
nitrogen trifluoride (NF3), and hexafluoroethane (C2F6) that are thousands of
times more potent than CO2 [48]. Other toxic byproducts, such as
trichlorosilane gas, silicon tetrachloride, and dangerous particulates from the
wafer sawing process, are also produced. Amorphous (thin-film) solar panels
are made with cadmium, which is a carcinogen and genotoxin.
The actual performance of installed solar panels is problematic [33,49,50].
The efficiency rates of solar panels are low (on average around 15% to 20%)
and almost always less than what manufacturers advertise. Solar panels are
highly sensitive and lose function in non-optimal conditions (e.g., when there
is haze or humidity, if the panels are not angled properly, or if any obstructions
—such as bird droppings, dust, snow, or pollution—block even small parts of
the panelʼs surface). They become less efficient as they age, sometimes losing
up to 50% efficiency.
Solar panels have a life span of only 20 to 30 years, making for a massive
waste management problem. Inverters (which transform the DC output of solar
panels into the AC input required by appliances) need to be replaced every five
to eight years [33]. By the end of 2016, there were roughly 250,000 tonnes of
solar panel e-waste globally, accounting for about 0.5% of all annual global e-
waste [26]. According to the International Renewable Energy Agency [51],
solar panel waste could amount to six million tonnes annually by 2050, and the
cumulative waste by then could reach 78 million tonnes. By 2050, dead solar
panels could account for 10% of all e-waste streams, and their cumulative
end-of-life waste may be greater than all e-waste in 2018 [20]. The much-
touted silver bullet of recycling is not the panacea is it purported to be.
Recycling requires copious amounts of energy, water, and other inputs, and
exposes workers to toxic materials that have to be disposed of. Currently, there
are only two types of commercially available solar PV recycling and only a
handful of recycling facilities around the world [26,27].
Even without such drawbacks, solar PV has a low energy return on energy
invested (EROEI)—too low to power modern civilization [52,53,54,55].

3.1.4. Problems with Batteries and Other Storage



There are four primary types of commercially proven, grid-scale energy
storage: pumped hydroelectric storage, compressed air energy storage,
advanced battery energy storage, and flywheel energy storage. Pumped
hydroelectric storage is possible only if hydroelectric dams are part of the
system. Flywheel energy storage is used more for power management than
long-term energy storage. Of the remaining two, compressed air storage is
deployed at only two power plants in the world, with likely little expansion
since it is quite inefficient and relies on large underground cavities with
specific geological characteristics [29,56,57]. Only a few power plants in the
United States have operational battery storage, accounting for 800 MW of
power capacity [56,58]. Consider that the United States consumes around
4000 terawatt-hours of electricity every year [59], or 563 times the existing
battery storage capacity.
An entire year of production from the worldʼs largest lithium-ion battery
manufacturing facility—Teslaʼs $5 billion Gigafactory in Nevada—could store
only three minutesʼ worth of annual U.S. electricity demand [32].
Manufacturing a quantity of batteries that could store just two daysʼ worth of
U.S. electricity demand would require 1000 years of Gigafactory production
[32]. Storing only 24 h worth of U.S. electricity generation in lithium batteries
would cost $11.9 trillion, take up 345 square miles, and weigh 74 million tons
[29]—at enormous ecological cost. A battery-centric future means mining
gigatons of rare-earth mineral ores. For every kilogram of battery, 50–100 kg
of ore needs to be mined, transported, and processed [60]. Constructing
enough lithium batteries to store only 12 hʼ worth of daily power consumption
would require 18 monthsʼ worth of global primary energy production and the
entire global supply of several minerals [29].
Battery chemistry is complex, and improvements in one characteristic (e.g.,
energy density, power capability, durability, safety, or cost) always come at a
cost to another. The monitoring and cooling systems and the steel used to
encase the flammable lithium (other types of batteries are also flammable)
weigh 1.5 times as much as the battery itself [29]. Batteries lose capacity over
time, are negatively impacted by temperature extremes, pose safety issues



that internal combustion engines do not [61], and have a poor energy-to-
weight ratio [62]. Batteries also have higher GHG emissions than internal
combustion engines [63].
Not all vehicles and machinery used today can be powered by batteries. Small
cranes, a crawler crane [64], light and some heavy-duty construction
equipment, and passenger cars can be powered by batteries. However, other
large cranes (used to load and unload cargo and in large construction projects,
mining operations, and more), container and other large ships, airplanes, and
heavy-duty trucks cannot [29,60]. Sripad and Viswanathan [65] concluded
that the Tesla Semi concept vehicle is technically infeasible given current
lithium-ion battery technology and is likely financially prohibitive. Tesla CEO
Elon Musk stated in early 2021 that production was on hold due to battery cell
unavailability and lack of profitability [66].
Batteries have a life span of around 5 to 15 years, creating an additional,
significant waste management problem [20]. They cannot be disposed of in
landfills due to their toxicity and are one of the fastest-growing contributors to
e-waste streams. Only 5% of all lithium batteries are recycled.

3.1.5. Problems with Wind Power

The large metal wind turbines that have become ubiquitous today are
composed primarily of steel towers, fiberglass nacelles and blades, and multi-
element generators and gearboxes that contain large amounts of steel (iron)
and copper. Roughly 25% of all large wind turbines use permanent magnet
synchronous generators (PMSGs)—the latest generation technology that uses
the rare earth metals neodymium (Nd), praseodymium (Pr), dysprosium (Dy),
and terbium (Tb). The remaining 75% of operating wind turbines use some
form of conventional magnetic generator. Employment of PMSGs is expected
to grow given their post-implementation advantages [67].
Steel production is dependent on coal. Steel is an alloy of iron and carbon, the
latter contributed by metallurgical, or coking, coal. The production of coke from
metallurgical coal requires temperatures around 1800 °F (1000 °C).
Combining coke and iron to make steel then requires blast furnaces at



temperatures of 3100 °F (1700 °C). On average, 1.85 tons of CO2 are emitted
for every ton of steel produced [25].
Mining and processing the rare earth metals now common in most wind
turbines produces significant toxic waste. Many rare earth metals are bound up
in ore deposits that contain thorium and uranium, both of which are radioactive
[68]. Sulfuric acid is used to isolate the rare earth metals from the ore,
exposing the radioactive residue and producing hydrofluoric acid, sulfur
dioxide, and acidic wastewater [68,69]. One ton of radioactive waste is
produced for every ton of mined rare earth metals. Rare earth metal processing
for wind turbines already generates as much radioactive waste as the nuclear
industry [69].
A typical 3 MW wind turbine weighs anywhere from 430 to 1200 tonnes [70].
All components must be transported by large trucks from manufacturing to
installation sites and then erected using enormous cranes once on-site. As
previously noted, neither heavy-duty trucks nor cranes can yet operate on
battery power. As shown later, electrified freight on a Paris Agreement
schedule (~50% emissions reductions by 2030) is improbable, if not
impossible.
Massive concrete bases—often requiring more than 1000 tons of concrete
and steel rebar and measuring 30 to 50 feet across and anywhere from six to
30 feet deep—are needed to fix the tower to the ground. Heavy-duty fossil
powered machinery is required to excavate the site. Cement, which is the
primary ingredient in concrete, is produced in industrial kilns heated to 2700
°F (1500 °C). At least one ton of CO2 is emitted for every ton of cement
produced [71], and the cement must then be transported on fossil-fueled
trucks to the installation site.
A 3.1 MW wind turbine creates anywhere from 772 to 1807 tons of landfill
waste, 40 to 85 tons of waste sent for incineration, and about 7.3 tons of e-
waste [20]. Wind turbine blades, made of composite materials, are completely
unrecyclable at present [28].
Finally, while superior to solar PV, neither onshore nor offshore wind power has
an EROEI >3v1—far less than necessary to sustain modern civilization [52].



3.1.6. Eco-Impacts of Hydropower

Large hydroelectric dams have enormous ecological impacts [72]. They
disrupt water flow, degrade water quality, block the transport of vital nutrients
and sediment, destroy fish and wildlife habitat, impede the migration of fish
and other aquatic species, and compromise certain recreational opportunities.
Reservoirs slow and broaden rivers, making them warmer. Many dams are not
operating efficiently, are not up to environmental standards, produce less
energy over time, and are in need of significant repairs [73,74,75].

3.1.7. Problems with Nuclear

To meet the anticipated primary energy demand in 2050—assuming 60%
emissions reductions from 2004 levels—approximately 26,000 1-GW nuclear
power plants would have to be built. The world currently has 449, many of
which are nearing the end of their lives and will soon face decommissioning
[76]. The EROI and materials for facility construction and operation aside, the
enormous financial costs, regulatory time frames, social opposition, and waste
disposal hurdles make the all-nuclear option a practical impossibility [76].
Only two prototype Generation IV “intrinsically safe” reactors have been built,
one in China and one in Russia, with significant R&D remaining and
commercialization forecasted to be two to three decades out [77]. Even
though Generation IV reactors use fuel more efficiently and can even use
some nuclear waste, claims about greatly reduced radioactive waste are
misleading [78]. The narrow focus on reduced actinides is irrelevant since it is
other fission byproducts that are of the greatest concern for long-term safety.
Moreover, the fuel retreatment process to reduce actinide quantities relies on
exceptional technological requirements and itself generates waste that must
be disposed of.
Small modular reactors (SMRs) would offer the benefits of a smaller size and
transportability but are still in the R&D phase and pose two major problems
[79]. Just as with large wind turbines, SMRs need to be transported long
distances, which is not possible without large fossil-fueled trucks and cranes.



Additionally, SMRs still produce the same radioactive waste products that
large reactors do [80].
The holy grail of nuclear fusion continues to be plagued by problems [81]. To
replicate fusion here on Earth, temperatures of at least 100 million degrees
Celsius—about six times hotter than the sun—would be needed. Deuterium
and tritium, the fuels available for Earth-bound fusion, are 24 orders of
magnitude more reactive than the ordinary hydrogen burned by the sun,
implying a billion times lower particle density and a trillion times poorer energy
confinement. In Earth-bound fusion, energetic neutron streams comprise 80%
of the energy output of deuterium–tritium reactions (the only potentially
feasible reaction type). These neutron streams lead to four problems with
fusion energy: radiation damage to structures, radioactive waste, the need for
biological shielding, and the potential for the production of weapons-grade
plutonium. Fusion reactors would share other serious problems that plague
fission reactors: daunting water demands for cooling; parasitic power drains
that make it uneconomic to run a fusion plant below 1000 MW; the release of
biologically hazardous, radioactive tritium into the environment; and high
operating costs. Additionally, they require a fuel (tritium) that is not found in
Nature and is generated only by fission reactors.

Nuclear power plants cannot be built without large fossil-fueled cranes and
enormous amounts of concrete, the production of which, as noted, emits a
significant amount of CO2 and requires high temperatures that cannot
currently be generated without FFs.

3.1.8. Metal Extraction and Its Social Injustices

A shift to the RE technologies covered here would simply increase societyʼs
dependence on non-renewable resources—not just FFs but also more metals
and minerals, adding massive exploitation of the geosphere to the existing
over-exploitation of the atmosphere [17]. The demand for minerals is expected
to rise substantially through 2050. Hund et al. [18] project increases of up to
500% from 2018 production levels, particularly for those used in energy



storage (e.g., lithium, graphite, and cobalt), and a recent International Energy
Agency (IEA) [82] report estimates that reaching “net zero” globally by 2050
would require six times the amount of mineral resources used today. This
would entail a quantity of metal production—requiring considerable FF
combustion—over the next 15 years roughly equal to that from the start of
humanity until 2013 [17].
The explosion in demand is already underway. Michaux [19] shows that the
production/consumption of industrial minerals increased by 144% between
2000 and 2018; precious metal consumption is up by 40% and base metal
consumption by 96%. However, both the rate of mineral discovery and the
grade of processed ores are well into decline. Michaux concludes that “global
reserves are not large enough to supply enough metals to build the renewable
non-fossil fuels industrial system or satisfy long term demand in the current
system”. Clearly, without extraordinary advances in mining and refining
technology, the 10% of world energy consumption currently used for mineral
extraction and processing would rise as poorer and more remote deposits are
tapped [17].
Social injustices abound in the production of current so-called RE
technologies, confounding demands for social justice in the energy transition.
Much of the mining and refining of the material building blocks of so-called
renewables takes place in developing countries and contributes to
environmental destruction, air pollution, water contamination, and risk of
cancer and birth defects [20]. Low-paid labor is often the norm, as is gender
inequality and the subjugation and exploitation of ethnic minorities and
refugees [20]. Mining often relies on the exploitation of children, some of
whom are exposed to risks of death and injury, are worked to death in e-waste
scrapyards, or drown in waterlogged pits [20]. Land grabs and other forms of
conflict and violence are routinely linked to climate change mitigation efforts
around the world [21]. In short, while so-called RE technologies may deliver
cleaner point-of-use conditions in the Global North, substantial ecological
costs and social damage have been displaced to the Global South [20]. As the
push for “green” energy and technology intensifies, such harms are



increasingly spilling over into North America and Europe [21].

3.1.9. Problems with Technological Carbon Sequestration

Carbon capture and storage (CCS) and direct air capture (DAC) are widely
advanced as mechanisms for removing carbon. Like all other so-called RE
technologies, both carry hidden costs and problems. CCS presupposes the
continued use of FFs, which is problematic given FFsʼ rapidly declining EROI
and environmental and human health concerns. Both CCS and DAC pose
energetic, ecological, resource, and financial problems. Over their life cycles,
some technologies emit more CO2 than they capture [83]. It would cost
around $600 billion to capture and sequester 1 Gt of carbon [84]. The largest
DAC facility in the world captures only 4000 t CO2 per year, which is
0.000004 Gt [83]. A larger plant is now being engineered but will still capture
only one Mt (0.001 Gt) of CO2 annually [85]. These quantities are minuscule
in comparison to what is needed: the world emitted roughly 38 Gt CO2 in
2019 [86]. Vast quantities of natural resources and land would be needed to
scale up such operations. “Renewably” powered DAC alone would use all wind
and solar energy generated in the United States in 2018—and this would
capture only one-tenth of a Gt of CO2 [83]. Advocates of CCS and DAC also
largely ignore their ecological impacts, including the transportation, injection,
and storage of CO2 in the Earth, as well as potential groundwater
contamination, earthquakes, and fugitive emissions.

3.1.10. Hidden Fossil Fuel Subsidy

Every so-called RE technology today is subsidized by FFs throughout its entire
life cycle. The metals and other raw materials are mined and processed using
petroleum-fueled, large-scale machinery. These metals and raw materials are
transported around the world on cargo ships that burn bunker fuel and on
trucks that are powered by diesel and travel on roads constructed with FFs.
Manufacturing processes use very high temperatures that can only be
generated reliably and at scale from FFs. Finished products are transported
from manufacturing to installation sites on trucks powered by diesel and, in the



case of industrial-scale wind turbines, nuclear facilities, and hydroelectric
dams, erected on-site with large petroleum-fueled machinery. At the end of
their lives, they are then deconstructed, oftentimes with FFs, and transported
to landfills or recycling facilities on large petroleum-fueled trucks. There is no
possibility that all these FF-demanding processes can be replaced by
renewable electricity in the foreseeable future, let alone on a schedule
consistent with the Paris Agreement.

3.1.11. Performance Gains in Energy Extraction

Mooreʼs Law, which states that the number of transistors on a microprocessor
chip will double every two years or so, has driven the information technology
revolution for 60 years. This accounts for the billion-fold exponential increase
in the efficiency of microchips in storing and processing information.

Mooreʼs Law is sometimes used to assure society that there can be equivalent
exponential increases in future renewable energy output [32]. Regrettably, the
analogy does not hold—Mooreʼs law is irrelevant to the physics of energy
systems. Combustion engines are subject to the Carnot Efficiency Limit, solar
cells are subject to the Shockley–Queisser Limit, and wind turbines are subject
to the Betz Limit. Bound by the Shockley–Queisser Limit, a conventional,
single-junction PV cell can convert a maximum of only about 33% of incoming
solar energy into electricity (multi-layered solar cells could theoretically double
this efficiency but can be orders of magnitude more expensive; useful in space
exploration, they are impractical for large-scale terrestrial applications)
[87,88]. State-of-the-art commercial PVs achieve just over 26% conversion
efficiency—close to their theoretical efficiency limit. The Betz Limit states that
the theoretical maximum efficiency of a wind turbine is just over 59%, meaning
that blades can convert at most this amount of the kinetic energy in wind into
electricity [89,90]. Turbines today exceed 45% efficiency, again making
additional gains difficult to achieve.

Starry-eyed optimists who argue that the amount of solar radiation that
reaches the Earthʼs surface far exceeds global energy consumption confuse



total energy flow with practical harvestability and thus generally ignore the
limiting laws of physics.

3.1.12. The Liquid Fuels Question

Liquid fuels currently account for 81% of non-electric global energy
consumption. It is highly unlikely that synthetic liquid fuel substitutes for FFs
can be produced sustainably in any more than small quantities for niche
applications. This is highly problematic, as modern urban civilization is
dependent on highway transportation for essential supplies. As noted above,
battery-powered cars and, in particular, trucks have serious limitations and
raise many questions regarding resource use and manufacturing. We must
also ask how asphalt roads and highways—made of petroleum-based
products and laid with heavy machinery—will be maintained and built in the
future. Like the bright green dream of electrified transportation, synthetic
substitutes for liquid FFs pose myriad problems.

3.1.13. Biofuels vs. Food Production

The current population—and projected growing populations—can only be fed
by using an array of fossil-fueled subsidies. The FF-based synthetic
pesticides, herbicides, and fungicides, not to mention the petroleum-fueled
heavy machinery, responsible for The Green Revolution have allowed for much
higher agricultural outputs per unit of land area—at great ecological cost—
than was previously attainable. Todayʼs global food distribution system also
relies on liquid-fossil-powered transportation and refrigeration systems.
Clearly, removing FFs from the agricultural system would result in significantly
reduced output. Even if a global one-child policy were enacted soon, we would
still have eight to 3.5 billion mouths to feed by the end of the century [91].
Even under such an optimistic scenario, virtually every square inch of arable
land would have to be dedicated to food production. This would ethically
prohibit the widescale production of fuels like bioethanol and biodiesel. (It is
scandalous that 40% of the U.S. corn crop is dedicated to heavily subsidized,
carbon-emitting ethanol production, with virtually no net energy gains over the



history of its production [92,93]). The delay in enacting, or the absolute failure
to enact, fertility reduction policies, particularly in high-fertility countries, raises
the specter of an even more dire scenario.

3.1.14. The Pipedream of Other Synthetic Fuels

Algae is not a solution to our liquid fuel needs [29]. More energy is consumed
to cultivate the algae than it usefully generates. Major technical difficulties still
need to be overcome despite 60 years of research. Protozoans that invade a
pond can eat all the algae within 12–18 h. The National Research Council
concluded that scaling up algal biofuel production to replace even 5% of U.S.
transportation fuel would place unsustainable demands on energy, water, and
nutrients. The U.S. Department of Energy found that “systems for large-scale
production of biofuels from algae must be developed on scales that are orders
of magnitude larger than all current world-wide algal culturing facilities
combined”.

Nor is synthetic hydrogen an option. As discussed earlier, hydrogen is also a
net energy sink and is extremely difficult to transport and store.

3.1.15. Electrification of Transportation

Electrifying the rail freight system seems improbable [29]. The current U.S.
fleet of 25,000 mostly diesel–electric locomotives would use as much grid
electricity as 55 million electric cars. Electrifying major routes (160,000 of the
200,000 miles of tracks) would require the energy equivalent of that
generated by 240 power plants (keeping in mind, too, that railway load is one
of the most difficult for an electric utility to cope with). It would also require a
national grid—which does not yet exist—or at least a much-expanded grid.
An all-electric passenger rail system is equally improbable. Just as with freight,
it would require an expanded grid. Passenger trains are highly inefficient due to
the constant stopping and accelerating [94] and are extremely costly.
Californiaʼs planned high-speed rail connecting the length of the state was
originally estimated to cost $33 billion but, by 2019, the price tag had



ballooned to $79 billion. Annual operation and maintenance costs are currently
pegged at $228 million [95].
With accelerating climate change, possible food shortages, no viable
alternatives to FFs, and the time when “the trucks stop running” not far off
[29], the prospects for our globalized, transport-based, just-in-time urbanized
civilization are dire [96].

4. Summary and What Might Actually Salvage
Civilization

We have exposed fatal weaknesses in societyʼs dominant aspirational pathway
for combating climate change. The GND illusion paints a picture of “affordable
clean energy” that ignores innumerable costs that cannot be afforded by any
reasonable measure. It suggests solutions to the climate–energy conundrum
that are impossible to deliver with current technologies, and certainly not
within the timeframe specified by the IPCC and Paris Agreement.

Not only is the GND technically flawed, but it fails to situate climate disruption
within the broader context of ecological overshoot. Anthropogenic climate
change is merely one symptom of overshoot and cannot be treated in isolation
from the greater disease. The GND offers little more than a green-washed
version of the unsustainable growth-based status quo. Even if feasible, its
operationalization would only exacerbate human ecological dysfunction.

What, then, might actually salvage a fossil-dependent world in overshoot? The
answer is both stunningly simple and wretchedly complex: the world must
abandon neoliberal capitalismʼs material growth imperative and face head-on
that material life after fossil fuels will closely resemble life before fossil fuels.
Put another way, we must act on the ecological imperative to achieve one-
Earth living. This entails moving on three broad fronts.

4.1. Energy Realism

First, we must relinquish our faith in modern high technology and instead shift



our attention to understanding what a genuinely renewable energy landscape
will look like. As noted, the so-called RE technologies being advanced as
solutions are neither renewable nor possible to construct and implement in the
absence of FFs. They are not carbon neutral and will simply increase human
dependence on non-renewable resources and cause unacceptable social and
environmental harm.

Truly renewable energy sources will be largely based on biomass (especially
wood), simple mechanical wind and water generation, passive solar, and
animal and human labor. This means society will have to innovate and adapt its
way through major reductions in energy supply. The upside is that new
variants on old extraction technologies will be more ecologically sophisticated
than todayʼs so-called renewables, closely tuned to essential needs, and
cognizant of the conservation imperative. On this latter point, it is important to
highlight that approximately 62% of energy flow through the modern economy
is wasted through inefficiency [97], and more still is wasted through trivial or at
least non-essential uses (think leaf-blowers and recreational ATVs). Globally,
per capita energy consumption has increased nine-fold since 1850, though
perceived well-being certainly has not. Together, these facts show there is
much latitude for painless reductions in energy use.
A reduction in energy means there will be a resurgence in demand for human
muscle and draft animals. Denizens of FF-rich societies tend to forget that that
industrial energy now does the work that people and animals used to do. How
many Americans are conscious of the fact that they have hundreds of “energy
slaves”, per capita, in continuous employment to provide them with goods and
services they have come to take for granted? According to Hagens and White
[98], if we ignore nuclear and hydropower electricity, “99.5% of ‘laborʼ in
human economies is done by oil, coal, and natural gas” (for a summary of the
energy slave concept and various definitions, see [99]). It is again important to
highlight the silver lining accompanying this shift. More human labor will mean
more physically active lives in closer contact with each other and Nature,
which can restore our shattered sense of well-being and connection to the
land. Similarly, a waning focus on material progress will allow for emphasis to



shift to progress of the mind and spirit—largely untapped frontiers at present
with unlimited potential.
On the draft animal side, the number of working horses and mules in the
United States peaked at 26 million around 1915—when the human population
was about 100 million—only to be gradually replaced by fossil-powered farm
and industrial equipment [100]. Should the United States again become as
dependent on animal labor, the country may once more need this many draft
animals if the population shrinks to 100 million. If human numbers remain in
the vicinity of 2021ʼs population of 333 million, the required horse/mule
population might be as high as 87 million and require around 172 million acres
of land for range and fodder production (note that of the five to 10 million
horses in the United States today, only about 15% are working farm or ranch
animals [100]).

4.2. Population Reduction

The second front in a one-Earth living strategy is a global one-child fertility
standard. This is needed to reduce the global population to the one billion or
so people that can thrive sustainably in reasonable material comfort within the
constraints of a non-fossil energy future and already much damaged Earth
[101,102]. Even a step as seemingly bold as this may be insufficient to avoid
widespread suffering, as such a policy implemented within a decade or two
would still leave us with about three billion souls by the end of the century [91].
Failure to implement a planned, relatively painless population reduction
strategy would guarantee a traumatic population crash imposed by Nature in a
climate-ravaged, fossil-energy-devoid world. (A human population crash
imposed by a human-compromised environment (not Nature) may already be
underway. Controversial studies have documented evidence of falling sperm
counts (50%+) and other symptoms of the feminization of males, particularly
in western countries, caused by female-hormone-mimicking industrial
chemicals; see, for example, [103]).
Concerns over the restriction of procreative freedom, racism, and physical
coercion that dominate much of the present discourse on population reduction



must be put into perspective. Population is an ecological issue that, if left
unchecked, can have catastrophic consequences. The human population
growth curve over the past 200 years resembles the boom, or “plague”, phase
of the kind of population outbreak that occurs in non-human species under
unusually favorable ecological conditions (in our case, the resource bounty
made available by abundant cheap energy). Plague outbreaks invariably end in
collapse under the pressure of social stress or as crucial resources are
depleted [104].
Previous cultures have recognized this fact, along with the need for population
regulation, for thousands of years [105,106]. A judicious balance between the
freedom and well-being of individuals and society involves knowing when to
arc nimbly between these poles as circumstances change. There is perhaps no
greater rallying cry for the restriction of certain individual freedoms than the
imminent threat of global social–ecological collapse.
Though it hardly seems worth stating, a universal one-child policy applied
globally is not discriminatory. Moreover, it is entirely justified when the
restoration of ecological integrity for the well-being of present and future
generations—of humans and non-humans alike—is the motivation.
Fortunately, there is a full toolbox of socially just and humane tools for bringing
about the necessary population reduction [107,108]. That some inhumane
practices have been used in particular circumstances historically is no reason
to ignore the gravity of contemporary overshoot and the ample mechanisms
available for sustainable population planning. When it comes to both the
environmental and social aspects of overshoot, no other single individual
action comes close to being as negatively consequential as having a child
[109].

We should note that the human population at carrying capacity is a
manageable variable whose magnitude will depend, in part, on societyʼs
preferred material standard of living. This is a finite planet with limited
productive capacity. A constant, sustainable rate of energy and material
throughput will obviously support fewer people at a high average material
standard than it will at a lower material standard.



We cannot stress enough that a non-fossil energy regime simply cannot
support anywhere close to the present human population of nearly eight
billion; this urgently necessitates reducing human numbers as rapidly as
possible to avoid unprecedented levels of social unrest and human suffering in
the coming decades. (This flies in the face of mainstream concerns that the
falling fertility rate in many (particularly high-income) countries is cause for
alarm; see, for example, [110]).

4.3. Radical Societal Contraction and Transformation

The third major front of a one-Earth sustainability strategy is a fully
transformative plan to reshape the social and economic foundations of society
while simultaneously managing a systematic contraction of the human
enterprise (the latter to be consistent with Global Footprint Network estimates
that humanity is in 75% overshoot). This is necessitated, in part, by the need to
phase out fossil energy within a set time and carbon budget. (The situation is
becoming increasingly urgent; Spratt et al. [111] argue that little or no budget
exists to remain even within 2 °C). Whatever the identified FF budget, it must
be rationed and allocated to: (1) essential uses, such as agriculture and
essential bulk transportation; and (2) de-commissioning hazardous fossil-
based infrastructure and replacing it with renewable-based infrastructure and
supply chains.
Other elements of such a plan would include: (3) economic and political
restructuring in conformity with the new energy and material realities (e.g., the
cessation of interest-bearing debt and possibly even a shift to negative
interest; a renewed focus on community building and regional self-reliance; re-
localization of essential production and other economic activities; emphasis
on economic resilience over mere efficiency; and a down-shifting of control
over land and resource use to local self-governing bodies); (4) worker
retraining for new forms of work and employment; (5) social planning to ensure
a just allocation and distribution of societal resources, as it is inherently unjust
for some individuals to appropriate much more than their fair share of the
Earthʼs limited bounty; (6) planned migrations and resettlement from



unsustainable dense urban centers and vulnerable coastlines; and (7) large-
scale ecosystem restoration. Restoration would serve the multiple purposes of
not only creating meaningful employment but also reclaiming ecosystem
integrity for the benefit of humans and non-humans alike, capturing carbon,
increasing social–ecological resilience, and increasing the stock of biomass
available for human energy consumption. In many respects, this endeavor will
resemble Polanyiʼs [112] Great Transformation (about the emergent
dominance of neoliberal market economics) in reverse, all contained within an
envelope of ecological necessity.

Actions to embark swiftly, judiciously, and systematically on the transformation
will be of a far greater scale and level of effort than WWII mobilization and will
involve unprecedented levels of global cooperation. In our view, two main
conditions must be satisfied concurrently for such an undertaking to have any
chance of succeeding. First, we must have politicians in office who care about
people and the planet (i.e., who are not beholden to corporate, monied, or
otherwise compromised interests) and who are willing to fight fiercely for
ecological stability and social justice. This starts with whom we choose to
elect (politicians do not magically fall into office—we put them there), holding
them relentlessly accountable, and fighting to get money out of politics.
Second, history shows that monied and ruling elites do not relinquish their
power willingly—their hand must be forced. Virtually no important gain has
ever been made by simply asking those in power to do the right thing.
Unrelenting pressure must be exerted such that the people and/or systems in
question have no choice but to capitulate to specific, well-thought-out
demands. We must reacquaint ourselves with the revolutionary change-
makers of the past who, at great cost, delivered for us the better world we live
in now through intelligent, direct action and risk-taking.

To adopt a biblical metaphor, it may very well be easier for a camel to go
through the eye of a needle than for humanity to shift its prevailing paradigm
and embark on a planned, voluntary descent from a state of overshoot to a
steady-state harmonic relationship with the ecosphere—in just a decade or



two. On the other hand, history shows that virtually all important achievements
have only ever arisen from a dogged pursuit of the seemingly impossible. To
contemplate the alternative is unthinkable.
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